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Erik Dutilly (PhD Education) started 
the Western Institute for Education 
Evaluation and Consulting (Western 
Eval) to provide technical support 
to organizations working on the most 
pressing social problems. We work 
with you to create solutions to 
education, health, and social 
problems. Our goal is to leverage 
evaluation to create a better, 
safer, and more just world. 

About Erik & Western Eval

WesternEval@gmail.com
(720) 261 - 0602
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What you will 
learn

1) What a theory of change is

2) How a theory of change is distinct from a grand theory

3) Two types of grand theories

4) How grand theories and program theories should connect
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Let’s get to know 
each other

Let’s connect with our computers or phones to the Poll 

Everywhere app for this workshop.
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Theory of Change - 
Personal Motivation

● Reviewing grants

● Struggled to understand programs

● Noticed that many program stopped at “Outputs”

● Couldn’t understand the program’s deeper understanding 

of the social problems



Description of 
activities, events, and 

resources that are 
expected to lead to an 
outcome. Synonymous with 
“program theory” and 

“logic model”

Program evaluation based 
on a program’s theory of 
change. Focus on causal 
mechanisms, context, and 

process.

A major theory that 
guides how a discipline 

or area of study 
understands human 
behavior or human 

nature.

Theory of Change Theory-Based Evaluation Grand Theory

Theories of Change 
- Vocabulary
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Theory of Change - 
Definition

A Theory of Change (ToC) is a description of how your 

program’s activities, ideas, and events link to cause the 

change that your program proposes. 

They may consist of two parts: a diagram and a narrative.

Problem
Statement

Program 
Activities

Changes or 
Outcomes

More desirable 
state of affairs
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Theory of Change - 
Purpose

One weak reason programs create a ToC is to comply with 

grant requirements.

A better reason is to surface assumptions for critical 

reflection about how your program solves social problems. 

It also gives the program a backbone for theory-based 

evaluation.
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Theory of Change - 
Anatomy

Common components of a theory of change:

● Activities (events)

● Outputs

● Short-term outcomes

● Medium-term outcomes

● Long-term outcomes
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Theory of Change - 
Example

Harvey, Donatti, Fedel, 2018. Guidelines for Designing, Implementing, 
and Monitoring Ecosystem-based Adaptation Interventions



ToC is believable to 
people who are informed 

about the topic or 
problem.Activities could 
lead to the outcomes and 

goals.

The ToC can be 
implemented. Few if any 
actions are unrealistic. 
Actions are within reach 
of the organization.

ToC makes it possible to 
evaluate the project. It 
is written and drawn in 

a way to point out 
important areas of 

evaluation.

Plausible Actionable Testable

Three Criteria of a 
Good ToC
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Theory of Change

First Activity 

● In pairs, create a brief ToC for a simple problem

● You’ve got 10 minutes

● Remember some core ToC elements: actions, outputs, 

short-term outcomes, long-term outcomes

● Remember the criteria: plausible, actionable, testable

● Don’t forget to introduce yourselves

● Deliverable - verbal description of your program, use 

at least two new vocab words
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Theory of Change

Social Problem

Grocery store parking lots are often littered with shopping 

carts. This leads to a shortage inside the stores during 

peak hours. They can also cause damage to cars and degrade 

mechanically by exposure to the weather.

How can we get the grocery carts quickly back into the 

store? Solve it. 
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Grand Theories

Natural Selection Sociocultural 
Learning Theory

Origin of Matter

Out of Africa 
Hypothesis

Evolutionary 
Psychology of Emotions
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Grand Theories

While program theories describe pragmatics and causal 

chains of specific, local events, grand theories are of a 

distinct caliber. 

These are the theories that drive academic 

investigations, fill textbooks, and attempt the answer 

the most pressing human questions imaginable.
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Grand Theories

Unfortunately, they also have an inaccessible ivory tower 

feel, take time to understand, and are often in conflict 

with competing theories. 

Even worse, we can be totally unaware of the theories that 

motivate our program’s action because we never asked “why” 

or “how” enough times or we inherited the program.
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Grand Theories

Although I’m straying from the technical definition of 

“grand theories”, grand theories in our sense are the 

orienting frameworks for our work. 

They contain the basic propositions of how we believe the 

world functions.
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Grand Theories

In my mind, grand theories include:

● Evolutionary Psychology
● Structural Marxism
● Positive Psychology
● Social Cognitive Theory
● Behaviorism
● Risk and Protective Factors/Resilience Theory



E.P. is a field of 
psychology that explains 

mental states as 
adaptations caused by 

the pressures of natural 
selection.

That both human parents 
feel compelled to invest 
in children derives from 

natural selection 
pressures.

At some time, it is 
common for women and men 
to search for long-term 
partners with traits 
suitable for child 

rearing. 

Overview Specific Prediction

Grand Theories
An Example

Evolutionary Psychology
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Grand Theories
Example

Let’s Pause and Take Stock
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Grand Theories
Type 2 Theories

There is a second flavor of Grand Theory that is useful to 

practitioners and program designers. 

These include mechanical but true aspects of how the world 

works.

They do are usually not as theoretically rich, but they 

demonstrate important aspects of the world.
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Grand Theories
Type 2 - Example

Situation
Actions

Outcomes Goals

The world is in 
the throws of a 
respiratory 

virus pandemic
Contact Trace 
and Quarantine

Hand Washing

Mask Wearing

Social Distancing

Disease is 
contained to 

acceptable rates

Fewer at-risk 
population deaths

Public fear is 
reduced

Infected people 
isolate

Halt the 
pandemic

Reduce opportunity 
for virus 
mutations

Buy time for a 
biological 
solution

Time and Persistence of Actions
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Grand Theories
Type 2 Theories

These type of general theories of how things work have 

important properties:

● “Best practices” for a situation

● Work across many situations

● General consensus among experts

● Easy to understand

● May contain critical assumptions
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Grand Theories
Type 2 Theories

Take away

All programs operate on the basis of some theory.

It may be a type I or type II grand theory.

It maybe a collection of mini theories with no overall 

coherence.

Still, people work on the basis of fundamental assumptions 

of their actions having a causal effect.
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Integration

What should the relationship between a 

Grand Theory and a Theory of Change be?
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Integration

A metaphor to explain the relationship between the grand 

theories and theories of change.
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Integration

Animals are 
programmed to 
pass on their 

genes

Exploration of 
new food types

Successful 
mating

Survival of 
offspring

Mutations to 
support eating 

new foods

Grand Theory - Example

Niche 
specialization
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Integration

Doberman 
Pinschers 
have a bad 
reputation

Repeated 
breeding of 
even tempered 

dogs

Marking plans

Gentler dogs

His dog sales 
go up, up, up

Theory of Change- Example

Fewer people 
fear Dobermans

School program

Greater 
awareness of 
his work

Children 
meet kind 

dogs

Situation Actions Outputs Outcomes Improved Situation
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Take away

● Grand theories are like the blueprint for a good Theory 

of Change.

● Theories of Change are more specific and explain how 

people get work done.

● Type I grand theories usually answer big questions

● Type II grand theories are proven, generalized ToC

● A good ToC should show signs of a grand theory
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Integration

Theories of Change Worth Believing in

● Motivated by a good grand theory

● Be plausible, actionable, and testable

● Be in a diagram and narrative form

● Be updated and modified as your program learns

● Will be widely known and understood by staff and 

stakeholders
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For Next Time

Workshop Session II

● We’ll learn the roots of ToC

● We will explore in detail how to build ToC from scratch.

● We will perfect our use of vocabulary and differentiate 

clearly among the components of a ToC.

● You’ll walk away with three templates for different ToC.

Visit “Western-Eval.com/events” for updates and schedule
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Next Steps

Homework

Find out which grand theories motivate your organization. 

Describe them. What authors? What ideas? How do you notice 

the influence of grand theories in your organization?
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Next Steps

Workshop Session II

September 30th from 1-2:30 Mountain Standard Time

Creating Theories of Change
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Thanks!
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